ing and in two stelae with historical texts, and from the second half of the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards we have no lack of stelae and texts in which he is represented or mentioned. Among the minor occurrences is a string of amulets and scarabs in our collection which came from the Palace of Amen-hotpe III and which includes an amulet with the name Reshpu, this being the most common spelling of the god's name. 'Let there be given to him the very best horse from the stable of my majesty which is in Memphis, and tell him: "Care for it, instil fear in it, make it trot, handle it if it resists you."' Thereafter it was intrusted to the prince to take care of the horse(s) of the stall of the king, and he did that which had been intrusted to him: Reshep and Astarte rejoiced at him because of his doing everything which his heart desired. He trained horses without their equal. They never grew tired when he took the bridle nor did they ever sweat even on a long gallop. The torso is rather extreme in the emphasis of the upper part of the body, particularly the rib cage, and the waist is accordingly comparatively small. In short, the carving of the body as a whole has an archaistic general effect, which in detail proves occasionally maladroit. The face is broad, with a thick nose, the conventional strip of eye paint being indicated by incised lines. As befits a god, he wears a beard.
The headdress worn is that of the Syrian Ba'al, which is in turn derived from an Egyptian crown. Just above the forehead on the crown, a gazelle head takes the place of the uraeus, the sacred cobra which adorns the crowns of kings and divinities. The gazelle ornament is a characteristic emblem of Reshep, but it is on rare occasion worn by other gods. A stela has been found in Egypt representing a god called Keserty with the gazelle ornament, and this deity is thought to be the same as 
